
This cell should equal
…

… the contents of
cell B4 …

… added to
…

… the contents of
cell C4.

… the sum of … … all the data in the range B4 to B8.
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b. Repeat this task for Store 2 and the column containing
the totals calculated in Task 2.  Add the heading ‘Total’ to
cells D3 and A9.  The spreadsheet should now look like
the one on the right.

c. Check your answers to questions a, b and c in Task 1
by looking at the appropriate totals in the spreadsheet.

d. Save your file as ‘EB – Bicycle 2’.  We will use your old
file in the next section.

Task 4 – Other Operators

We used the ‘+’ symbol in the task above for and addition sum.  The other common operators are:

Subtract - (e.g.  =B1-A1) Multiply  * (e.g.  =B2*A2) Divide  / (e.g.  =B3/A3)

Write out the formulas needed to produce the calculations below.  Remember that all formulas must begin with an equals
sign.

a. Add the contents of cells C1 and C2 together ________________________________

b. Sum the contents of the cells in the range A2 to A9 ________________________________

c. Multiply the data in cell B3 by the data in B7 ________________________________

d. Divide the data in cell C4 by the data in cell C2 ________________________________

e. Subtract the data in cell F3 from the data in F2 ________________________________

f. Add the contents of cells B1 and B2, then subtract B3 ________________________________

Task 5 – AutoSum

a. So far, we have typed all the formulas into the cells.  Although it is important that you are able to do this, there
are quicker ways of achieving the same result.  Click on cell ‘D9’ and press the ‘Delete’ key.  The formula will
be removed from the cell.

b. Make sure the ‘Home’ tab is open and click on the ‘AutoSum’ icon (it is at the right-hand end of the ribbon).

c. Excel will predict that you want to sum the
numbers in the range D4:D8.  It has also put
a dashed border around this range.  As it has
predicted correctly, simply press the ‘Enter’
key to accept the formula.

Note: If the prediction was not correct, you
can select a range yourself with the mouse
then press ‘Enter’.

d. Close your file.  You do not need to save the
changes.

Click on the main part of the icon
rather than the arrow to the right.


